Abstract
Introduction
Network visualization is a major line of research in information visualization. Just as the Hubble Space Telescope helps astrophysicists to study galaxies in deep space, network visualization techniques enable analysts explore the topology of a network. The most traditional way of visualizing a network is to use node-and-link graphical representations. Graph drawing is an established field that is concerned with how to draw a network algorithmically in compliance with a set of aesthetic criteria [3] . In the field of graph drawing, much of the attention has been given to the efficiency of algorithms and the clarity of end results.
One of the most challenging issues in graph drawing is the scalability of an algorithm in terms of how long it will take for the system to reach equilibrium, to what extent it can minimize the number of links crossing each other, and whether an algorithm can maintain its performance benchmark as the size and/or the density of a network increases. There is still a huge gap, conceptually as well as algorithmically, between structural and dynamic patterns that one would like to access at various levels of granularity.
Diffusion-Limited Aggregation (DLA) is a model of fractal growth. There appears to be some intriguing resemblance between the structure of DLA and the structure of associative network generated in our earlier studies. In this article, we propose a semantically modified DLA (SM-DLA) as a potential alternative method for visualizing large-scale networks. The work presented here is part of our ongoing research in searching for scalable algorithms that can handle large-scale networks. We intend to follow up the present study with more in-depth and more detailed validations and refinements.
Graph Drawing Techniques
The most widely known graph drawing techniques include force-directed placement algorithms [14] and spring-embedder algorithms [13, 17] . The primary goal of these types of techniques is to optimize the arrangement of nodes of a network algorithmically, such that in the ultimate geometric model, strongly connected nodes appear close to each other, and weakly connected nodes appear far apart. This optimization is known as the layout process, which is a key topic in the graph drawing community. The strength of the connection between a pair of nodes is typically measured by conceptual similarity, computational relatedness, or conditional probabilities. Examples in this category include Galaxies and SPIRE developed at Pacific Northwest National Laboratories [30] . Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a closely related topic, significant improvements have been made by latest advances in information visualization [18] .
Several public-domain software packages, such as Pajek [1] , provide implementations of force-directed graph drawing and spring-embedder algorithms. The strengths of force-directed algorithms include the aesthetic appearance of layout and intuitive good fits between visualization models and underlying network data. The scalability issue is one of the serious drawbacks of these algorithms. Most of these algorithms do not scale well as the size and density of a network increases.
To reduce the complexity of a network visualization task, it is common to prune the original network by link reduction algorithms, or to divide a large network into its smaller components. There are several ways to reduce the number of links in a network: using minimum spanning trees to proximate the original network (MSTs) [19, 21] , removing links if their weights are below a threshold [31] , or applying network scaling algorithms such as Pathfinder network scaling [22] . Using MSTs can considerably reduce the complexity of network visualization, especially for large-scale networks. Studies using Pathfinder network scaling in the visualization of citation networks include [5, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In general, there is a limit for what link reduction can accomplish in resolving the scalability issue. In the divideand-conquer category, clustering and classification algorithms are the major approaches. Although clustering algorithms can often identify component sub-graphs in a network, there is little that clustering algorithms can do if the network contains giant components and the giant components themselves must be divided. Traditional graphtheoretical algorithms based on connectivity also belong to this category.
Few studies have specifically addressed the challenge of large-scale network visualization. NicheWorks [28] is a notable exception. NicheWorks was designed to visualize networks of tens or hundreds of thousand of nodes. It was tested for analyzing Web sites and detecting international telephone fraud. The strategy taken by NicheWorks is to relax optimization criteria often applied to layout algorithms for smaller networks with the number of nodes ranging from 100 to 1,000.
Scientific Networks
Scientific networks are one of the most representative types of complex networks, including scientific collaboration networks, citation networks, research fronts, and knowledge diffusion networks. These networks have been the central subject of several fields of study, notably complex network theory in theoretical physics, scholarly communication and knowledge domain visualization in information science and information visualization.
Scientific networks are large, constantly changing, and practically significant: the citation databases compiled by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) alone receive 1 million new publications and 20 million new citations each year; scientific networks evolve in terms of emerging hubs and authorities, competing paradigms, diffusion, and phase transition; and scientific networks have profound connections to a broad spectrum of scientific, technological, social, and economic activities.
Studies of citation networks can be divided into three categories: 1) pioneering studies of citation networks before the 1980s, 2) emergent knowledge domain visualization studies since the late 1990s, and 3) statistical mechanics studies over the last two years. Although there appear to be an increasing number of studies integrating the first two categories, few studies have addressed fundamental issues concerning a potential cross-fertilization between the last two categories.
Derek Price [20] found that the more recent papers tend to be cited about six times more often than earlier papers. The citation rate of a paper then declines. He suggested that scientific literature contains two distinct parts: a classic part and a transient part, and that the two parts have different half-lives. The make-up of these two parts varies from field to field; mathematics, for example, is strongly predominated by the classic part, whereas the transient literature rules in physics. Furthermore, he introduced the notion of research fronts -the collection of highly cited papers that represent the frontiers of science at a particular point of time. Based on an examination of citation patterns of scientific papers, he conjectured that it is possible to identify objectively defined subjects in citation networks. He particularly emphasized the significance of understanding the nature of such moving frontiers in the development of a quantitative method for delineating the topography of current scientific literature.
In the 1970s, Small and Griffith examined issues concerned with identifying specialties by mapping the structure of scientific literatures, especially through analyses of co-citation networks [24] . Small subsequently found rapid changes of focus in collagen research [23] . Documents clustered by their co-citation links can represent leading specialties. The abrupt disappearance and emergence of such document clusters indicate rapid shifts in research focus. By tracing key events through a citation network, Hummon and Doreian [16] successfully reconstructed the most significant citation chain in the development of DNA theory. Their study has great impact on subsequent studies of citation networks in the graph drawing community [2, 4] .
The number of studies in knowledge domain visualization is increasing [8-10, 12, 26, 27] . The basic assumption is that the intellectual structure of a scientific community or a subject domain is identifiable through the dynamics of corresponding citation networks. By modeling and visualizing how citation structures change over time, one can explore and better understand how a knowledge domain evolves.
Diffusion-Limited Aggregation (DLA)
DLA is a fractal generation model [15, 25] . Diffusion refers to the random motion of a particle in the process of approaching to a cluster of aggregated particles. Individual particles are released one by one to start their diffusion processes. A particle may miss the aggregated cluster and disappear in the void. It may also walk into the cluster. If this happens, the walking particle will be attached to the cluster and the next particle will be launched to repeat a new diffusion process.
Such clusters of particles are called aggregates. Some variations of DLA introduce forces between particles as if they may carry electrical charge. Usually such aggregates are well ordered and similar to the structure of crystals. DLA has a number of practical implications, for instance, in a catalytic process.
According to [29] , the shape of a DLA aggregation is in a way controlled by the possibility of particles to reach it. As long there are particles moving around, an aggregate is likely to grow. A diffusing particle is more likely to attach to the outskirt of the aggregation than penetrate deeply to the areas near to the center of the aggregation.
An interesting example of DLA is developed by ChiHang Lam 1 . The development of our modified DLA closely references to this particular implementation.
DLA for Network Visualization
We are first intrigued by the striking resemblance between the structure of an author co-citation network we generated earlier using Pathfinder network scaling in [7] and the structure of a DLA aggregate. Figure 2 is a standard DLA aggregation of more than 10,000 particles. Although we arrived at the two structures from entirely different generating mechanism, the striking resemblance evidently stands out. Both have a sense of a center and a number of branches stretch outwards from the center. An ambitious question is: Is it possible to devise a new type of layout algorithms based on DLA? If we can successfully introduce semantic proximities into the process of DLA, then the aggregation process should still converge and its several appealing features should be inherited by the new approach.
The essence of a DLA algorithm can be summed up by the following pseudo code: It is clear from the above pseudo code that the attachment is made deterministically in that it is purely based on the distance between the two particles in question. The key idea of our SM-DLA is to introduce some randomness in the attachment so that statistically the new attachment mechanism should be in favor of placing similar particles near to each other.
We refer the modified DLA algorithm as SM-DLA, standing for semantically modified DLA. The new algorithm should meet the following criteria: 1. It should be able to generate an aggregation of a very large network. 2. The probability that two similar particles are placed near to each other should be high. We undertake two steps in our modification of DLA. First, we impose additional constraint for the random walking particle p 0 to attach to the nearest particle p in the aggregate by introducing randomly generated numbers to simulate the similarity between p 0 and p. The deterministic attachment in the original DLA is now replaced by a probability that is proportional to the semantic similarity. The modified algorithm must still converge and generate an aggregate that is somewhat comparable to the pure DLA. This is a necessary condition for a successful SM-DLA. Second, we make the connection between the randomness in the attachment process and the strength of the similarity between a pair of particles. More detailed descriptions of SM-DLA are given in the following sections.
Modified DLA -Step One
The first step in modifying the DLA algorithm is outlined in the following pseudo code. The only difference between this version and the original DLA is in the way that an attachment occurs, which is underlined in the pseudo code. The introduction of the random number in effect raises the threshold for an attachment to take place. The original DLA is equivalent to imposing a threshold of 0, or more precisely any number less than 0. A higher threshold is likely to make the random walking particle keep on walking longer until it hits the right spot. In our experiment, this does not significantly delay the aggregation, which is a good sign for its potential scalability. Figure 3 shows an aggregate produced by the first-step modification of DLA. The attachment threshold is 0.5. This aggregate contains more than 10,000 particles. If it were the size of a network, it would be regarded very large. The color of a particle indicates the time elapsed since the particle arrived in the aggregate. The earlier arrivals are in red, whereas the later ones are in blue. This example shows that the attachments have been made uniformly in all directions. Figure 3 . Stochastically modified DLA, containing more than 10,000 particles. The similarity between particles is randomly generated.
Modified DLA -Step Two
The second step in modifying the DLA algorithm establishes the connection between the attachment probability and the similarity between the random walking particle p 0 and a nearby particle p in the aggregate. The key to the second step is to retrieve the attachment probability directly from the underlying network data.
To ensure that the most similar particles have the best chance to be gathered together, the adjacency list of the network is first sorted in descending order. New particles are launched from the top of the sorted list. The inspection of the result of SM-DLA is encouraging, considering the simple steps in the modification. The shape of the SM-DLA aggregate is essentially similar to but distinct from a typical DLA. The color distribution is an indicator of some features of the SM-DLA aggregate. For example, the color distribution of the aggregate is essentially smooth and continuous. Discontinuous colors indicate the placement of nodes far apart in the sorted pairwise similarity list. More specifically, a blue particle next to an area of red ones would indicate, probabilistically, that the blue one is likely to a strong similarity to one of the red particles. The conventional DLA does not overlap particles in the aggregate because the nearest particle is all the information the incoming particle needs. In SM-DLA, however, the nearest particle may not be the most similar one. SM-DLA intentionally reduces the probability of the incoming particle landing on such particles. Instead, overlapping particles are allowed so as to give the semantic distance a higher priority than the geometric distance. A possible improvement, not implemented in this version, is to loosen up the aggregate from time to time to allow overlapping particles "fall through the gaps" so that the end result should be more similar to the natural DLA. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have proposed a semantically modified DLA as a potential alternative for visualizing large networks. In addition to the geometric distance used in the conventional DLA, we have introduced the semantic distance, which takes a higher priority in the aggregation process. We have also introduced the randomness in the attachment mechanism in order to maintain the fundamental aggregation mechanism of the conventional DLA. The initial results appear to suggest that this is a potentially fruitful route to pursue. More thorough experimentations, empirical studies as well as theoretical studies are needed to establish and consolidate the usefulness of a method.
